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Abstract. We review the domain wall charm physics program of the RBC and UKQCD
collaborations based on simulations including ensembles with physical pion mass. We
summarise our current set-up and present a status update on the decay constants fD, fDs ,
the charm quark mass, heavy-light and heavy-strange bag parameters and the ratio ξ.
1 Introduction
In this work we summarise RBC/UKQCD’s domain wall charm physics project with N f = 2 + 1
flavours of dynamical domain wall fermions. The goal of our ongoing efforts is to provide calculations
of non-perturbative quantities which allow, combined with experimental input, for the extraction of
CKM [1] matrix elements. In addition we aim to extract the charm quark mass mc. Finally we are
working towards extending the reach in the heavy quark mass beyond mc to allow for extrapolations
to b-physics.
In this status report we focus on decay constants, neutral meson mixing and the determination of
the charm quark mass. In the following we will first introduce these observables, before detailing our
set-up (see Section 2) and presenting preliminary results (see Section 3). We conclude with an outlook
of future steps.
1.1 Observables
The decay constant fD ( fDs ) of the D (Ds) meson is defined by〈
0
∣∣∣ Aµcq ∣∣∣Dq(p)〉 = fDq pµDq , (1)
where q = d, s and the axial vector current is defined as Aµcq = cγµγ5q. The experimentally measurable
decay widths Γ
(
D(s) → lνl) can be combined with these decay constants, allowing to extract the CKM
matrix elements
∣∣∣Vcq∣∣∣ for q = d, s. More precisely, we can write
Γ
(
D(s) → lνl) = ∣∣∣Vcq∣∣∣2 f 2D(s)K + O(αEM), (2)
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where K are some known kinematical expressions. So, neglecting electromagnetic effects, the decay
width factorises.
Neutral mesons are known to mix and their mass difference can be related to the CKM matrix via
∆mq =
G2Fm
2
W
6pi2
|V∗tqVtb|2S 0(xt) η2B f 2Pq mPq BPq (3)
The Inami-Lim function S 0(xt) [2] and η2B [3] are known functions in perturbation theory, so by
combining knowledge of the non-perturbative bag parameter BPq with the experimental value of ∆mq
(q = d, s) we can determine
∣∣∣V∗tqVtb∣∣∣. The bare bag parameter BbarePq and the four-quark operator OVV+AA
are defined as
BbareP =
〈
P¯0q
∣∣∣OVV+AA ∣∣∣P0q〉
8/3 f 2Pqm
2
Pq
=
〈
P¯0q
∣∣∣∣ (b¯γµ(1 − γ5)q) (b¯γµ(1 − γ5)q) ∣∣∣∣P0q〉
8/3 f 2Pqm
2
Pq
. (4)
When we consider neutral B(s) meson mixing, and noting that our action is chirally symmetric, we
can construct a renormalisation independent ratio given by ξ,
ξ =
fBs
√
BbareBs
fB
√
BbareB
. (5)
When combined with the experimental measurements, ξ allows to extract the ratio of CKM matrix
elements |Vtd/Vts| which enters as an important constraint in fits of the unitarity triangle.
The final observable we aim to calculate in this report is the charm quark mass mc. To achieve
this, the bare charm-like quark masses are first non-perturbatively renormalised. For this we employ
a variant of the Rome-Southampton scheme with non-exceptional kinematics and two choices of
projectors (i.e. the (/q, /q) and the (γµ, γµ) schemes [18–20]. In this scheme, the charm quark mass
mRI/SMOMc (a) is then set for each value of the lattice spacing a by requiring that it reproduces the
physical value of some hadronic quantity such as mD(s) or mηc [21]. We then take the continuum limit
(a → 0) to remove lattice artifacts. Finally, the result is then matched to some continuum scheme,
such as mc(µ), i.e. determined in the MS scheme at some scale µ. We emphasise that different choices
in the details of the renormalisation scheme, as well as choosing different hadronic quantities to set the
quark mass, allow for different approaches to the continuum which must reproduce the same result.
2 Ensemble and measurement parameters
The ensembles present in this study [4–7] use the Iwasaki gauge action [8] and the domain wall
fermion action [9, 10] with either the Shamir kernel [9, 10] (C1-2, M1-3) or the Möbius kernel [11]
(C0, M0, F1). The basic parameters of the ensembles are presented in Table 1. The properties of the
light quark sector (light and strange) are given in Table 2. The heavy propagators are generated using
the Möbius kernel in all cases.
We have two different sets of simulation data on the same ensembles, which in the following will
be referred to as Run 1 and Run 2. The main difference between Run 1 and Run 2 is the choice of
domain wall parameters for the heavy propagators. We determined a set of domain wall parameters
(M5 = 1.6 with bound amc . 0.4) that are suitable for the simulation of charm quarks in refs [12, 13]
and presented a first large scale simulation result for this choice in ref [7]. In parallel we investi-
gated the effect of stout smearing [14] the gauge fields when generating the heavy propagators. We
Table 1. Main parameters of the used ensembles. All ensembles were generated with the Iwasaki gauge action
with 2 + 1 flavours of domain wall fermions in the sea.
β Name L3 × T/a4 a−1[GeV] mpi[MeV] mpiL
2.13 C0 483 × 96 1.7295(38) 139 3.9
2.13 C1 243 × 64 1.7848(50) 340 4.6
2.13 C2 243 × 64 1.7848(50) 430 5.8
2.25 M0 643 × 128 2.3586(70) 139 3.8
2.25 M1 323 × 64 2.3833(86) 300 4.1
2.25 M2 323 × 64 2.3833(86) 360 4.9
2.25 M3 323 × 64 2.3833(86) 410 5.5
2.31 F1 483 × 96 2.774(10) 235 4.1
Table 2. Light quark parameters of the used ensembles. The valence light quark mass was always chosen to be
the sea light quark mass. The strange sea quark mass was partially quenched to its physical value where it was
known before the run was started. The domain wall parameters Ls and M5 were also chosen to be the same for
valence and sea quarks.
masses light strange simulated strange quark mass
Name amseal = am
val
l am
sea
s am
phys
s Run 1 Run 2
C0 0.00078 0.0362 0.03580(16) sea phys
C1 0.005 0.04 0.03224(18) sea & phys phys
C2 0.01 0.04 0.03224(18) phys phys
M0 0.000678 0.02661 0.02540(17) sea phys
M1 0.004 0.03 0.02477(18) sea & phys phys
M2 0.006 0.03 0.02477(18) phys phys
M3 0.008 0.03 0.02477(18) - phys
F1 0.002144 0.02144 0.02132(17) sea phys
presented this study and preliminary results in refs [15, 16]. The exact choices of the heavy masses
and the measurement statistics are given in table 3. Note that Nconf indicates the number of statis-
tically independent configurations whilst Nhits gives the number of measurements per configuration.
These different measurements on the same configurations are obtained by placing sources on every
(T/a)/Nhits time planes and are then averaged into one effective measurement per configuration. For
Run 1 we used Z2 wall-sources [17] for all propagators, whilst in Run 2 we used Gaussian smeared Z2
wall sources to achieve earlier overlap with the ground state.
We emphasise that in all heavy-light and heavy-strange quantities discussed, we have a mixed
action since the discretisation for the light and strange propagators differs from that of the heavy
propagators. This is taken into account by carrying out the mixed action non-perturbative renormal-
isation. This has however not been completed yet for all cases. So instead we will only present bare
quantities or build ratios where the renormalisation constants cancel. However, in the case of Run 1,
the effect of the mixed action is expected to be very mild, as it only originates from a change in the
domain wall parameter choice [7, 13].
Table 3. Heavy quark parameters of the used ensembles and statistics. The columns Nconf and Nhits give the
number of de-correlated configurations and number of measurements per configuration respectively.
Name Run 1 (M5 = 1.6, no stout smearing) Run 2 (M5 = 1.0, stout smearing)
amh Nconf Nhits amh Nconf Nhits
C0 0.30, 0.35, 0.40 88 48 0.51, 0.57, 0.63, 0.69 90 48
C1 0.30, 0.35, 0.40 100 32 0.50, 0.58, 0.64, 0.69 100 32
C2 0.30, 0.35, 0.40 101 32 0.51, 0.59, 0.64, 0.68 101 32
M0 0.22, 0.28, 0.34, 0.40 80 32 0.41, 0.50, 0.59, 0.68 82 64
M1 0.22, 0.28, 0.34, 0.40 83 32 0.41, 0.50, 0.59, 0.68 83 32
M2 0.22, 0.28, 0.34, 0.40 76 16 0.41, 0.50, 0.59, 0.68 76 32
M3 - 0.41, 0.50, 0.59, 0.68 81 32
F1 0.18, 0.23, 0.38, 0.33, 0.40 82 48 0.32, 0.41, 0.50, 0.59, 0.68 98 48
3 Results
Since this is a status report, all the presented data are still work in progress and are to be taken as an
indication of the status of the calculation.
3.1 Decay constants
Figure 1 shows our results for the ratio of decay constants, obtained from uncorrelated double expo-
nential fits. The smaller diamonds (Run 1) show the data presented in ref [7]; the larger circles the
new data from Run 2. We observe that we can now reach the physical charm quark mass (dotted blue
line) also on the coarse ensembles and can reach further in the heavy quark mass, potentially allowing
for an extrapolation to the physical b-quark mass (solid blue line) in the future. We also notice that the
statistical error on the new results has improved as a combination of Gaussian source/sink smearing
and the stout smearing of the charm-like propagators. In addition, we have doubled the statistics on
the ensemble M0 resulting in a further improvement in the statistical error. Furthermore we note that
in agreement with our previous result, we see a very mild behaviour as a function of the inverse ηc
mass.
3.2 Bag and ξ parameters
Similar to the correlation function fits presented in ref [16], we build ratios R(t,∆T ) defined by
R(t,∆T ) =
〈
P¯0q(∆T )OVV+AA(t)P
0
q(0)
〉
8/3
〈
P¯0q(∆T − t)A0(∆T )
〉 〈
A0(t)P0q(0)
〉 0t∆T→∞−→ BbareP . (6)
Figure 2 shows example fits to the folded data R(t,∆T ) for the heaviest mass point on M0 for a
light-heavy (left) and a strange-heavy (right) system. We investigated a number of different choices
of ∆T and the chosen fits are representative choices ensuring that no excited state contamination
is observed. We note that the y-scale is the same for the two panels, indicating that (given equal
statistics unsurprisingly) the error on the heavy-light system is significantly larger than for the heavy-
strange one. In the absence of the required renormalisation constants we investigate the ratio ξ that
is of phenomenological interest. The results are shown in Figure 3. We again observe a very mild
dependence on the heavy quark mass. We note that the error on ξ is dominated by the error of the
ratio of decay constants. Finally, we note that on the two physical pion mass ensembles (C0 and M0)
ξ is in good agreement, indicating mild continuum limit scaling.
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Figure 1. Preliminary results for the ratio of heavy-strange and heavy-light decay constants as a function of the
inverse ηc mass. The small diamonds, show data from the old “unsmeared” runs, the large circles of the new
“smeared” runs.
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Figure 2. Example fit of the bag parameter for the heaviest mass point on the M0 ensemble. The left (right) panel
shows this for a heavy-light (strange) system. The time separation was chosen to be ∆T = 22a for the heavy-light
and ∆T = 32a for the heavy-strange system. We note that the scale on the y-axis is the same in both panels.
3.3 Charm quark mass
Finally, we report on our efforts to determine the charm quark mass from our data. Obtaining the
renormalisation constant Zm for the choice of action of the Run 1 data is still work in progress. How-
ever, the change in action between the light and the heavy discretisation is only minor and (at least
in the case of ZA) deviations between the light action and the mixed action have been at the sub-
percent level [7]. So for the purpose of the preliminary results presented here, we instead use the
renormalisation constants of the light action which can be found in ref. [6].
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Figure 3. Collated fit results for the ratio ξ on the different ensembles as a function of the inverse ηc mass.
All results presented are preliminary and contain statistical errors only. For this reason we do not
convert to the MS scheme and do not quote a final value. For illustrational purposes we only present
the analysis in the /q scheme, but the qualitative features presented here are the same in the /γ scheme.
Furthermore, the results from both schemes produce compatible results in the continuum limit. A
detailed analysis including different hadronic input to fix the charm quark mass and a full systematic
error budget will be carried out as soon as the renormalisation constants become available.
The left panel of Figure 4 shows the simulated values of the ηc mass closest to its physical value as
a function of the renormalised heavy quark mass. The horizontal black solid line shows the PDG [21]
value to which the simulated data is inter/extrapolated. For the medium and fine ensembles, we simply
linearly interpolate to the physical ηc mass. On the coarse ensembles we do a linear fit to all three
heavy mass points. The results of these mass inter/extrapolation are shown by the large crosses along
the line indicating the physical mηc mass. In a second step, we carry out a continuum limit fit to the
data as shown in the right panel of the same figure. On the coarsest ensemble we observe discretisation
effects of the order 25%, however a continuum limit ansatz which is linear in a2 describes our data
well.
We are planning to supplement this analysis also with the Run 2 data as soon as the respective
renormalisation constants become available. This will remove the need to extrapolate in the charm
quark mass on the coarse ensembles. It is also expected that the discretisation errors from the second
dataset will differ, allowing for two separate continuum limits with a universality constraint that will
allow to test the validity of the described continuum limit ansatz.
4 Summary and prospects
We report on the status of RBC/UKQCD’s domain wall charm physics program including three lattice
spacings and two physical pion mass ensembles. In addition to the previously presented data set we
have obtained a complete second data set with a different choice of heavy quark discretisation. This
allows to reach the physical charm quark mass even on the coarsest ensemble. Furthermore, on the
finest ensemble, we are now able to obtain heavy-heavy pseudoscalar masses extending up to roughly
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Figure 4. Left: ηc mass as a function of the preliminarily renormalised charm quark mass in the /q scheme. mηc
is read off from the intercept with the physical ηc mass and indicated by the coloured crosses corresponding to
the various ensembles. The physical ηc value is given by the black solid horizontal line. Right: Continuum limit
of the renormalised quark mass as determined from the mηc mass.
half the physical ηb mass. This observation, combined with the mild behaviour with the heavy quark
mass, raises hopes that we will be able to extrapolate our data to the physical bottom mass regime,
providing b-physics predictions from domain wall fermions.
In particular we have reported on the status of the calculation of heavy-light and heavy-strange
decay constants, neutral meson mixing and the charm quark mass from heavy quarks with improved
statistical errors compared to our previous results. In parallel we also investigate the connected charm
contribution to the Hadronic Vacuum Polarisation. Finally, we are also working on an analysis com-
bining our domain wall fermion result with the data set produced by the JLQCD collaboration which
has access to finer lattice spacings, but only at unphysically heavy pion masses.
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